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Much of Deepest Wounds is straightforward labour history, and well done,
but Rogers’ effort to put this together with environmental history, his ‘laboring
landscape,’ is interesting and certainly an approach to be developed. The research in
printed sources and in interviews which he scrupulously documents is impressive.
Deepest Wounds is an important contribution to the history of Brazil’s north-east and
a model for turning a dissertation into a book.
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In this book Paulo Drinot offers a new look at the labour history of twentieth-century
Peru, especially during the s and s, when Peru had what he calls a ‘labor
state’. The s and s were indeed an era of rapid modernisation and
industrialisation throughout most of Latin America, which saw the emergence of new
political forces and social groups: an emerging middle class, mainly due to the
expansion of the state and the professions, an increasingly better organised group of
workers, and new political parties (Socialist, Communist, APRA), whose voices
became louder in defence of workers’ rights. It was a period when the Peruvian state
was competing for votes with these more left-oriented political parties, and a time
when Peruvian elites were eager to show the world how progressively modern Peru was.
The Peruvian state made many efforts to create a modern, clean and disciplined

industrial workforce. Drinot analyses several of the main venues through which the
workers were meant to be absorbed into the state’s intentions (governability):
the Labour Section of the Ministerio de Fomento (institutionalising and arbitrating
conflicts between labour and capital), the barrios obreros (workers’ districts),
the restaurantes populares (state-funded eateries), and the Seguro Social Obrero
(comprehensive social insurance and free hospitalisation). Policies issued through
these entities and programmes were a prolongation of the arm of the Peruvian state,
with seemingly little leeway of their own. Drinot’s book weaves around official and
celebratory narratives and critical counternarratives, including such well-known ones
as those by José Carlos Mariátegui, the founder of the Socialist Party.
There was, Drinot argues, a perspective of governmentality, or a project of rule,

which was not based mainly on disciplining the labour force, but was above all a
project to manage the population, that is, ways of operationalising rationalities of
government. Elites were mostly opposed to labour demands, seeing them as a threat to
social order; but elites also understood that reforms were necessary to achieve their
civilising goals. Workers viewed the ‘labour state’ as the expression of their own
aspirations, but also used project failures as a critique of the state and the elites. It was
the continued ‘sort of dialogue’ between workers, the state and the elites that is
represented as the making of the Peruvian state in this volume.
In the wake of this process, the Indian majority of the country was excluded from

becoming workers, and hence from access to insurance, to health care and to state-
offered food, unless they left their Indianness behind and turned into immaculate
mestizo, salaried workers. The historical foundation of this kind of narrative is a
certain image of what it meant to be ‘an Indian’ in the eyes of the political, economic
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and intellectual elites. As it stood, this image was part and parcel of the ‘colonial
heritage’, which had little to do with the real participation of the indigenous peoples
in the economy, with their actual political participation as ‘Indians’ in the making of
the Peruvian state, or with the cultural apportionments (food, music, communal
organisation, and so on). In Drinot’s analysis, the ‘Indian’ remains as a generic
personage to whom others referred, not a differentiated, acting group of people.
I found myself wondering whether in all the documentation Drinot reviewed there
were any ‘Indians’ mentioned beyond derogatory references. There was a large
indigenous, salaried labour force in Peru’s mines. Did they have any access to what the
Peruvian state was willing to offer? What was the level of discussion concerning labour
and labour demands between the Peruvian state and foreign capital, particularly in
mining activities? How did workers’ salaries compare, say, between Indian mine
workers in Cerro de Pasco and textile workers on the coast? Or maybe it would be
worth asking ourselves how much the ‘labor state’ actually knew about labour and
labour conditions. If most projects failed miserably (or at least did not benefit the
targeted social group), can it be assumed that the state’s knowledge before creating the
workers’ districts or establishing the eateries or the Seguro Social was close to nil?
Or that it did not really care, in spite of its rhetoric and civilising anxieties?
Maybe all these questions could be summarised in one critique of the book, namely

the absence of a definition of who the ‘workers’ actually were. Aside from being ‘state-
defined dependent manual labor in given locations’, we learn very little about who
they were, what they did, or even how they reacted to the labour state’s intentions and
actions. I almost feel there is a second part of the book missing, but maybe Drinot has
a second volume in mind, in which the words ‘race’ and ‘workers’ in his title get full-
fledged attention. Peru’s working class was relatively small, but, for instance, would
evidence from  families be representative of the workers’ housing conditions in 
(p. )?
As a brief side note, ‘The Making of the Peruvian State’ has become such an

overarching concept/title that it is beginning to lose its historical meaning. It seems
that now we can use the concept to describe any time period we choose. It is, for sure,
an ongoing process; however, each ‘making of a state’ encompasses very distinct phases
but is not the making of the state. Drinot’s would be the ‘phase of the labour state’,
other authors’ would be the ‘phase of the independent state’, or the ‘phase of the
warrior state’ … the ‘making of the state’ should not look only at labour relations, or
a war scenario, or a guerrilla movement, and, most certainly, it should not be a top-
down reading of the historical record. Where has this cherished ‘everyday state
formation’ idea gone?
Overall, Paulo Drinot’s book is a fine contribution on a period of Peruvian history

that we still know too little about; it is also a nice read, although it could be an even
better read if the reiterations had been fewer.
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Analysing the gendered effects of neoliberal social and economic reform today is as
relevant as it was in the s. The dominance of neoliberalism has clearly not faded
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